
ideas + energy = change

an event like you’ve 
never experienced
Thursday 19th–Sunday 22nd March 2015 
Payne’s Hut, Glen Valley, Victoria.



The Do Lectures is an event that runs over 4 days 
where 20 inspirational speakers share their stories in 
the stunning Australian bush. While the Guardian has 
described the Do Lectures as “One of the top ten ideas 
festivals on the planet … TED meets Burning Man,”  
the truth is that the category in which we belong 
doesn’t exist yet. 

The unique magic of the Do Lectures comes from 
taking people out of their normal day to day 
environment and putting them in an intimate 
and stunning natural setting, with gourmet food, 
quality entertainment and the most eclectic set of 
speakers you’re ever likely to meet in one place; some 
household names and others of whom you’ve probably 
never heard. Oh yeah, and no mobile phone or internet 
coverage, so the conversations go deep quickly.

The idea is a simple one. DO-ers inspire others to 
DO. Stories of determination and brilliance, and the 
sharing of useful strategies, leave people motivated 
and equipped to move beyond aspiration to turn their 
dreams into reality. Top thinkers asking interesting 
and often hard questions, challenging assumptions 
and cultivating new ways of living. We keep it small, 
20 speakers and 80 participants, so people also leave 
with relationships that keep them connected to the 
inspirational Do Lectures community.

The ripple effects of new projects and inspired living, 
sustained by the relationships formed at the event, 
spread through the weeks and months over the 
whole year.

A group of progressive business leaders have already 
recognised the value of being associated with the 
positive impact that results from the Do Lectures.  
Founding partners including both household brands 
and small innovative companies have got the ball 
rolling in 2014. And with a growing global online 
audience, the contribution of Do Lectures Australia  
is set to explode. 

Ticket sales cover most of the costs. Volunteer effort 
also contributes substantially. The following are  
other ways you can be part of Do Lectures Australia;

Partners – ($20K each) profiled and acknowledged at 
event and in online media. Includes 1 ticket to attend.

Sponsorships – contribute goods (eg. for inclusion in 
welcome packs, food and beverage and auction items).

Giving Chair Sponsorship – (10 tickets,  $4,500 each)
Purchase a Giving Chair or two to enable a student 
or another who cannot afford a regular ticket to 
contribute to, and experience the Do Lectures. 
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Find out more about the Do Lectures Australia

WWW www.theDoLectures.com 
BLOG www.theDoBlog.com/blog/tag/DO-Australia 
FACEBOOK /theDoLectures 
TWITTER  @dolecturesaus 
LINKEDIN  /company/do-lectures-australia 
INSTAGRAM  @dolecturesaus

support the do lectures


